
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

JAIN HERITAGE 

a Cambridge School 

 
 

  THE MONTH IT WAZ…. 
                        (August 2022) 

Date Event 

01-08-2022 
to 

02-08-2022 

Assembly Presentation by 
 Grade X A/B 

Topic:- Patience is the best 
Medicine 

05-08-2022 
 

Assembly Presentation by  
Grade IV B 

Topic:- International 
Friendship Day 

08-08-2022 

Assembly Presentation by 
 Grade IV A 

Topic:-Quit India Movement 

08-08-2022 
 

Initiative Taken By Radio City 
91.1 FM 

Topic: Letters To Soldiers 

10-08-2022 

Assembly Presentation by 
Grade VIII A 

Topic:-World Biofuel Day 

10-08-2022 Investiture Ceremony 

12-08-2022 
 

Assembly Presentation by 
Grade X 

Topic:- International Youth 
Day 

15-08-2022 
Independence Day 

Celebrations… 

16-08-2022 

Assembly Presentation 
 Grade III 

Topic: Our National Heroes 
 

18-08-2022 

Assembly Presentation Grade I 
Topic: Janmashtami 

Celebrations 

18-08-2022 

C.C.A by Grade I & II 
Topic: Fancy Dress 

Competition – (Janmashtami 
Special) 

18-08-2022 
C.C.A by Grade III, IV & V 
Topic: Dance Competition 

 
24-08-2022 

to 
25-08-2022 

 

Assembly Presentation By  
Grade V A 

Topic: Importance of 
Punctuality 

26-08-2022 

Assembly Presentation By 
Grade IX 

Topic: Women’s Equality Day 

26-08-2022 Plantation Drive 

26-08-2022 
CCA Activity 

Topic: Mono Acting 

29-08-2022 

Assembly Presentation By 
Grade X 

Topic: National Sports Day 

30-08-2022 

Assembly Presentation By 
Grade III, IV & VI 

Topic: Ganesh Chaturthi 

  

 

Quotable quote: -“Keep your face always towards 

the sunshine and shadows will fall behind you” 

-Walt Whitman 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Assembly Presentation by Grade X A/B 
Topic:- Patience is the best Medicine 

 

 

Patience is bitter, but its fruit is sweet.  
-Jean-Jacques Rousseau 

 

Patience is considered to be highly crucial for every individual in the 

world. Besides, it is also stated that the people who can wait long achieve 

better things than those with no patience since it is impossible to acquire 

success in a single day. Patience is a virtue. But it's true! Patience can 

help us achieve our goals, maintain a more positive outlook on life, and 

make us less reactive, which in turn will make us less prone to bad 

decisions. Stress, regret, and anger don't help anything. So when you're 

facing an uncertain future, a negative event, or something scary, take a 

minute. Don't do anything. Just sit a spell. And if you find your brain 

veering in a negative direction, get yourself back in the right frame of 

mind to make better decisions by just giving time. In order to inculcate 

the value and significance of patience a week’s assembly was conducted  

We also find spending time in nature can help us to make more measured 

responses and get in a more positive headspace. We also find spending 

time in nature can help us to make more measured responses and get in a 

more positive headspace.  

Grade XA/B students conducted the morning assembly from Aug 1st-4th 

on the topic “Patience is the best medicine”. Students came up with good 

thoughts, recited wonderful poems, and presented motivating articles in 

the assembly.  They gave the tips to inculcate the values of patience. 

-Ms.Kavitha R 

 



 

 

  

Assembly Presentation by Grade IV B 
Topic:- International Friendship Day 

 

“Good friends are like stars. You don’t always see them, but you know they’re always 

there”. 

Friendship Day encourages people across the country and world to connect with friends. Friends are 

someone who support you and make every journey enjoyable. No matter how challenging a task may 

appear alone, having a friend by your side can make it simple. Friendship recognises no boundaries 

and teaches the art of caring and loving to anybody who values this connection, from the young to 

the old. 

To honour this bond, a special assembly was conducted on “friendship day” by the students of Grade 

IV B on 5th August, 2022. Ashrith and Mokshitha proved themselves as an excellent anchor. The 

pledge was taken by Suhas. Sriram and Alifa presented enriching thought and word respectively.  

Students performed beautiful dance performance to show their deepest emotions and thoughts to 

express this bondage.  An amazing poem was recited by Taanya to build a strong bond among 

friends. Melodious song was sung by Kyra and Saranya. 

Overall, the friendship day assembly was having all the fun and flavours of friendship. 

-Ms.Sweety 

 

 



 

 

  

Assembly Presentation by Grade IV A 
Topic:-Quit India Movement 

 

“Ours is not a drive for power, but purely a non-violent fight for India’s independence.” 

— Mahatma Gandhi 

The Quit India Movement, also known as the August Movement, was a movement launched at the 

Bombay session of the All-India Congress Committee by Mohandas Gandhi on 8th August 1942, 

during World War II, demanding an end to British rule in India. 

The students of Class IV A, of JHCS Kondapur, conducted special assembly on “Quit India 

Movement Day” on 8th of August, with great zeal and enthusiasm.  

The day started with prayer followed by the school song. Pledge was administered by Sanvi 

Kedarnath, followed by an enriching thought by Rohit Jammula and to enhance the vocabulary, 

word of the day was presented by Rachit. Avani presented a wonderful article on the topic Quit 

India movement. Ayaan acted as Gandhiji and gave a speech. 

The topic made the students to understand that the movement placed the demand for complete 

Independence at the top agenda of the freedom movement. At last, the assembly was concluded by 

singing National Anthem. 

Overall, the assembly ended very smoothly with an inspiring quote. 

Ms.Swarna 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  

Initiative Taken By Radio City 91.1 FM 
Topic: Letters To Soldiers 

 

"Sleep peacefully at your homes, the Indian Army is guarding the frontiers." 

On 8th August, the students of JHCS Kondapur enthusiastically participated in a wonderful 

initiative taken up by Radiocity 91.1 FM Radio. RJ Dinesh visited the school campus and the 

activity of reading out the letters written to Indian army soldiers was taken up. On the 

occasion of Raksha Bandhan and Independence day, students from grades VI to X walked 

one step ahead and wrote letters to the soldiers who are away from their families for an 

extended time. The students were overwhelmed with emotions and sentiments while reading 

the letters. The Students from grades I to V made beautiful and vibrant posters of Tiranga - 

our national pride. They also wrote slogans depicting their spirit of patriotism and unity, 

which was reflected through their colorful posters. They displayed their zeal by participating 

in the activity wholeheartedly.  The mixed feeling of pride and deep emotions could be seen 

in the future generation and youngsters of our country. RJ Dinesh was highly impressed by 

the splendid contribution of the students and he appreciated the efforts of all the students and 

the educators. He expressed his gratitude to Principal Dr. Mona Mehdi for carrying forward 

this initiative and making this event a successful one.  

Ms. Anunidhi 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  

Assembly Presentation by Grade VIII A 
Topic:-World Biofuel Day 

 

“A man must never forget that fossil fuels are very precious and biofuels are the wisest choice” 

Every year, August 10 is marked as World Biofuel day. The day is observed to raise awareness about the 

alternatives of conventional fossil fuels and the government of India’s endeavours to enhance the biofuel 

sector. The development of the biofuel sector is working hand in hand with schemes like Swachh Bharat 

Abhiyan and Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan. In August 2015, World Biofuel Day was observed for the first 

time by the Ministry of Petroleum and Gas. Students of grade VIII A, conducted special assembly to 

celebrate World Biofuel Day on 10th August. Through the assembly students emphasised on the importance 

of increase in the usage of biofuels as it holds the key to a better future and ways to avoid depletion of our 

resources by focusing on sustainability. 

The assembly started enthusiastically with prayer followed by school song, pledge, thought, word, article 

which accentuated on the importance of biofuels. Later students motivated their friends by giving them the 

information about the ways in which they can contribute towards saving energy by turning off lights, fans 

(when necessary), turning off vehicle engines while waiting for traffic signals. Later students motivated 

everyone to take an oath towards conservation of energy and increase the usage of biofuels. The assembly 

was then concluded with the National Anthem sung by all. 

-Tarun Morishetty 

Class VIII A 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

Investiture Ceremony 

 
“Lead from the back and let others believe they are in the front.” 

-Nelson Mandela 

 

Incorporating a sense of democratic syndicate into educational systems from an early age is a wonderful initiative. Our 

school, Jain Heritage a Cambridge School, recently held the apex body election campaign where numerous nominees 

held manifestos. After a democratic election process, the freshly elected batch of the Apex body members were all set to 

head into action. On 10th of August, Wednesday, the young leaders were invested with their roles and responsibilities at 

the “Investiture Ceremony '' held in the school grounds. It was a sumptuous performance overall. 

 It started off with a lamp lighting ceremony. It was followed by prayers to the Almighty and then the school song. Next 

was the marvelous classical dance performance which was a delight to ones’ eyes. Then we were addressed by  

honorable Principal Dr. Mona Mehdi. Followed was the badge and flag investing ceremony. The young leaders took 

their oaths and headed out to the masses to lead them into a well-performed march past. Students from grades VI to X 

marched alongside their leaders of their respective houses. The march past was headed by the Head boy Samanvya 

Gautam, Head girl Ancy Siya, Sports captain Harsha Kamal, and the Cultural secretary Maanya Batra. As they marched 

forward with their respective representative flags, they were followed by Abhay house members, then Aaditya, Ananth 

and Ashoka house members. Each house being led by their respective senior and junior house captains. In the end, with 

each house systematically falling into their specific lines, the march past came to a halt. We were then addressed by the 

respected Chief Guest Shri Pankaj Kumar Singh with his high caliber and deep enlightening words. It was followed by a 

vote of thanks by the Head boy, earnestly thanking everybody for the zealous efforts put into the program. “Leadership 

is a choice not a position”. Anyone who has the quality of turning visions into reality can be a leader. 

-Ancy Siya  

Grade X A   

 



 

 

 

  

Assembly Presentation by Grade X 
Topic:- International Youth Day 

“You have to grow from the inside out. None can teach you, none can make you spiritual. There is no 

other teacher but your own soul.” - Swami Vivekananda 

 International Youth Day is celebrated every year on August 12 to raise awareness about cultural and legal 

issues related to the youth. The day was marked by the United Nations, and it was first observed on August 

12, 2000. Governments and related authorities mark it as an opportunity to work on issues related to youth 

via cultural events, workshops, concerts, and meetings involving local and national government executives. 

Interestingly, it is also labeled as the celebration of the potential of youth as global partners. This day is 

celebrated every year to fight the discreetly prevalent problem of ageism by educating the world’s 

population about the obstacles and hurdles that are faced by the youth of today. On the 12th of August, 2022 

the students of Grade X of JHCS-KP conducted a special assembly on the occasion of ‘International Youth 

Day’. The assembly began with the students praying to the almighty for a fruitful day ahead. The fervent 

prayer was followed by the school song, showing the intense school spirit felt by every student in the school. 

Later followed the pledge, through which we showed admiration and loyalty towards our nation. Right after, 

we listened to an illuminating thought about the youth which gave us all something to think about. Students 

also heard a concise new word which enlightened their minds and widened the scopes of their internal 

dictionary. Further, few students of grade X narrated a story from the life of Swami Viveknanada about his 

learnings as a member of the youth of the past. The story elucidated everyone in the audience and helped 

them form new views upon the issues faced by the youth. We were then presented with the news headlines 

to keep us updated on the current affairs. The assembly was then culminated by singing the national anthem. 

All in all, the assembly was done well and truly helped motivate the students and the teachers through the 

teachings of Swami Vivekananda - a wise man who was very vocal about his opinions and helped inspire 

millions to go on with their lives just as he did the students of JHCS-KP even without his presence. 

 - Aarya Rajput Grade 

 X ‘A’ JHCS-KP 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

  

Independence Day Celebrations… 
 

 

 

"Thousands laid down their lives so that our country is breathing this day. Never forget their sacrifice." 

JHCS KP had celebrated Independence Day on 15 August 2022 with great joy and pomp. On this day we could feel the 

sense of happiness and pride which is clearly seen on the faces of all the students and teachers as India was celebrating 

its 75th Independence Day. Our honorable principal, secretary academic council Dr.Mona Mehdi, Joint Secretary 

Academic Council and Center Manager Jain Toddlers Kondapur Ms Lalitha Kosaraju were the guests of the day. The 

assembly began with unfurling of our National Flag followed by singing of our National Anthem. This was followed by 

a prayer and school song. As a mark of respect to our great leaders, we all took the pledge with pride led by Tarun. An 

inspiring thought was shared by Gurudatta. It is important that we enhance our language skills with good vocabulary. A 

word was shared by Vaibhav in order to improve our vocabulary further. It is always said that music refreshes   our 

minds. Rushil presented a melodious song before the gathering which indeed had refreshed all our minds. Aadhesh 

enlightened us with an article highlighting the significance of Independence Day. This was followed by a speech 

delivered by Jayadatt  in Telugu. As it is said dance is the hidden language of the soul, students of Grade V performed a 

mesmerizing dance which had aroused a great patriotic feeling in all of us. A group song was presented by students of 

JHCS Kondapur followed by a speech in Hindi by Maanya Batra.  Ms Shuchita Malhotra, coordinator had emphasized 

on the importance of proper handling of our National Flag through a pledge. Our esteemed Principal, Dr. Mona Mehdi  

addressed the gathering. The program came to an end with a flag waving run by the students, teachers and all the staff of 

JHCS Kondapur. 

Ananya Nair 

Grade VIII A 

 



 

 

  

Assembly Presentation Grade III 
Topic: Our National Heroes 

 

Our nation owes a debt to its fallen heroes that we can never fully repay. 

 

The students of Class III, of JHCS Kondapur, presented an insightful and motivating assembly exhibiting 

the pride of the nation "Our National Heroes" on 16 Aug 2022.  

The special assembly was anchored by Varun. Pledge was administered by Aarohi. Word and thought for 

the day were articulated by Hamsika and Ananya. Irrespective of our culture, civilization, caste, creed and 

religion, the most important binding factor is our National Flag. The Tri colour symbolizes courage, truth 

and prosperity. An article was presented by Sri Aadhya. The presentation on National Heroes was an attempt 

to recall and remember forgotten heroes of our freedom struggle, many of whom might be renowned yet 

unknown to the new generation. The aim of recreating and bringing forth stories, which lay as faded 

memories of the past, shall serve as a medium of inspiration and encouragement for the coming generations. 

Beautiful dance was performed by Achyutha, Kushi, Vivaan, Atharva, Swara.K, and Swara.G. We should 

salute the sacrifices made by our freedom fighters and soldiers who made the dream of Independent India a 

reality.  

The assembly was concluded with the National Anthem. 

-Ms.Jyothi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  

Assembly Presentation Grade I 
Topic: Janmashtami Celebrations 

 

Love is a consistent passion to give, not a meek persistent hope to receive. 

Janmashtami is celebrated as the birthday of Lord Krishna, one of the most powerful and famous 

reincarnations of Lord Vishnu. According to the Hindu calendar, this festival is celebrated on the Ashtami of 

Krishna Paksh or the 8th day of the dark fortnight in the month of Bhadon. This day indicated the beginning 

of hope in the older times. “Hope” the word refers that the malicious rule of Kansa would soon end. 

To seek the blessings of Lord Krishna, Krishna Janmashtami was celebrated with great pomp and festivity by 

the grade 1 students of primary section, at Jain Heritage a Cambridge School, Hyderabad. The assembly was 

initiated by Dhruvisha Jain, an anchor with great zeal and enthusiasm. The assembly started with prayer 

followed by the school song. Pledge was administered by Prahisha V., an enriching thought was spoken by 

Ayan Eapen Mobin. To enhance vocabulary, word of the day was shared by Sai Venkat, an informative 

article on “Janmashtami” was presented by Nairiti Mandal. 

To celebrate the extraordinary bond between children and the Almighty, the young kids Yahaswini, Nirvi, 

Haruhi, Hrida Sen, Shreyasi, Rishika Tripathi, Yanvi, Cheedella Rishika, Nischala, Nanitha sung the song 

“Achyutam Keshavam Krishna Damodaram”.  

Dressed as Radha and Krishna, the cute little ones Yuvika, Prahisha, Havisha, Ananya, Yanvi, Divyangahi, 

Shaurya, Nivan, Obaram, Soham, Jaideep, Ayan Eapen, Ruthvik, Rishika T., Vaishnavi, Nirvi, Loukya, 

Hamsini and Trishika added a traditional touch to the entire celebration when they danced to the beat of 

Janmashtami song, filling the air with joy and festive spirit. 

 Finally, the assembly was concluded by Uvan Tej, who marvellously played the keyboard on National 

Anthem.  

Overall, the assembly was truly entertaining and educating. While this religious importance is not lost, this 

day signifies a lot more to modern India, it signifies excitement, euphoria and a joyous spirit of enthrallment. 

-Ms. Garima 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

C.C.A by Grade I & II 
Topic: Fancy Dress Competition – (Janmashtami Special) 

 
 

Dress shabbily and they remember the dress; dress impeccably and they remember you.  

A fancy-dress competition not only blends learning with fun but also develops confidence in students by 

giving them an opportunity to get on the stage and speak in front of the audience. It is more than just 

physically wearing a costume. When “in character”, they learn to imitate the mannerisms of the character 

they’re dressed up as, which encourages children to practice different emotions and use their communication 

skills. 

On the occasion of Janmashtami, a fancy dress competition was organized on 18th of August 2022, for 

classes I & II, as a part of C.C.A.  The children dressed up as Lord Krishna & Radha or the Gopika. The 

little ones looked very beautiful in their mythological attires which drew everyone’s attention. The sight of 

so many Radhas, Krishnas, and their consorts only multiplied the joy and exuberance of this auspicious 

festive activity. With their marvellous performance, they lighted up the show and mesmerized the teachers 

and the students. It was a delightful competition that brought an amiable ambiance and the judges retorted 

with their applause. 

It was indeed a tough competition and the judges had a tougher time choosing the best participant. 

- Ms. Shobha 

 



 

 

 

  

C.C.A by Grade III, IV & V 
Topic: Dance Competition 

 

“Dancers come and go in the twinkling of an eye, but the dance lives on.” 

Dancing is at its heart self-expression through movement. We all have the capacity to express ourselves. The 

CCA activity – Anybody can Dance! is an activity to enhance the dancing skills of the students. This activity 

motivates the kids to use their imagination and to express their feelings through their body movements.   

 AnyBody Can Dance competition was organized on 18th of August 2022, for classes IV & V, as a part of 

C.C.A. The competition began with great zest and excitement. All the participants were very energetic and 

performed their dance forms enthusiastically. They dressed beautifully according to their songs. Young 

learners were thrilled to be a part of colorful, vibrant and energizing event. Hands, feet and bodies, dressed 

in colorful costumes, twirled, flipped and jumped in theatre room and dance room of the school.  The 

choreography, rhythm, synchronization and presentation of all the students were good. The happiness of the 

children was amply evident with applause and appreciation. It was a delightful competition that brought an 

amiable ambiance and the judges retorted with their applause. 

-Ms.Swarna 

 



 

 

 

  

Assembly Presentation By Grade V A 
Topic: Importance of Punctuality 

Punctuality is the most effective approach to establish a positive first impression. 

Punctuality means the art of being on time. It is a quality of doing things promptly at the right time. 

Punctuality helps us to manage time efficiently and achieve our goals in life. It is a fundamental virtue 

which always gives its beneficial fruits all through our lives. When a person is punctual, they get utmost 

respect and admiration by society and reach greater heights. It is considered as the best key to success in 

every field of work. 

The students of Class V A, of JHCS Kondapur, conducted the assembly on the topic – ‟Importance of 

Punctuality” on 24th & 25th of August, with utmost zeal and enthusiasm. The assembly started off with the 

prayer followed by our inspiring school song. Students took pledge with pride to be responsible citizens. 

The students emphasised on the importance of “Punctuality” through meaningful words, inspirational 

thoughts and informative article. The students left a message behind that “punctuality” in school life builds 

the path to success in a student's life. A punctual student is better equipped to deal with their day-to-day 

tasks than a person who leaves it for the last moment. 

It was an informative assembly that was conducted with an objective of educating students about the 

importance of punctuality. 

Veda. G 

 VA 

    

 

 

 



 

 

 

  

Assembly Presentation By Grade IX 
Topic: Women’s Equality Day 

“Both men and women should feel free to be sensitive. Both men and women should feel free to be 

strong…it is time that we all perceive gender on a spectrum not as two opposing sets of ideas.” 

 ― Emma Watson 

 Gender equality is, first and foremost, a human right. A woman is entitled to live in dignity and in 

freedom with will and without fear. Empowering women is also an indispensable tool for advancing 

development. With this belief, the students of grade IX conducted a special assembly on ‘National women 

equality day’ on the morning of 26th august 2022. The assembly began with praying to the almighty, the 

creator of the universe and singing the eminent school song. It was then followed by the pledge, an 

uplifting thought and an inspiring word of the day. There was a thoughtful activity conveying an 

influential and significant message. Feminists are spectated to be individuals who believe in female 

domination, and that is not precise. Feminists believe that women and men should be treated equal to each 

other, neither sex defines who they are or makes them superior to the other. Equality stands for being 

equal in all aspects especially in status, rights and opportunities. The assembly ended with this very 

message and the imperative thought of a restriction-free equality in the society. The assembly proved 

informative and an essential educational experience for the students. 

-Maanya Batra 

Class IX, JHCS KP 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Plantation Drive 

“Trees are the best monuments that a man can erect to his own memory. They speak his praises 

without flattery, and they are blessings to children yet unborn.” 

 

Under the public awareness program on Environment protection, students and teachers of JHCS 

Kondapur participated in a plantation drive under the guidance of Principal Dr Mona Mehdi on 26th 

August. The drive enabled the students to enhance their intellectual, social, personal and emotional 

growth. The campaign’s main aim was to direct students’ minds to constructive activities with positive 

outcomes through the facilitation of contributing to society. The students planted various saplings 

including Ashoka, Neem and Tulsi. The students enthusiastically participated in the drive and helped 

each other plant the saplings. All the saplings were planted in the school ground. Such plantation 

drives are a necessity, the urgent need of the hour. Planting trees is especially important to protect 

our environment against air pollution and global warming. Our young volunteers have been actively 

involved in organising tree plantation campaigns. At the end of the day, Principal Dr. Mona Mehdi 

distributed saplings to every individual for plantation at their houses. 

-.Ms. Kavitha R 

 



 

 

 

  

CCA Activity 
Topic: Mono Acting 

A Mono-acting competition was conducted 

for grade VI and VII at JHCS KP on 26th 

August as part of CCA. In this competition a 

single student acted as two or more 

characters. The students dressed up as per 

their roles and brought different props for 

different characters. Every child acted on 

different topics. Some acted ,based on a story 

and some acted, based on historical 

characters. A few students raised awareness 

about Pollution and garbage disposal with 

their act. Every child displayed confidence 

during the act. Their expressions, voice 

modulation, in fact, the whole act was 

commendable. The competition was  judged 

by Ms Shuchita and Ms Sweety. Everybody 

enjoyed the event. 

Ms. Kavitha M 

 



 

 

 

  

Assembly Presentation By Grade X 
Topic: National Sports Day 

The only one who can tell you “you can’t win” is you and you don’t have to listen. 

  -Jessica Ennis-Hill 

Winners never quit and quitters never win. Sports do not build character. They reveal it .National Sports 

Day is celebrated every year on 29 August. This is the birth anniversary of Hockey wizard, Major Dhyan 

Chand. The idiom “All work and no play make Jack a dull boy” holds even for young learners. Playing 

sports, whether team-based or individual, is essential for children as they provide not just physical activity, 

but also help build children’s self-esteem, confidence, and social skills and motivate them to excel in life.  

Playing sports helps children learn to control their emotions and channel negative feelings in a positive To 

mark the significance of and importance of sports students of grade X conducted a special assembly on the 

topic “National Sports Day” on 29.08.2022. The assembly began by invoking the blessings of the almighty, 

followed by our prestigious school song. Pledge was taken with pride which has brought a patriotic fervor 

among students. A sturdy word shared and a thought-provoking thought shared in the assembly triggered 

the importance of playing sports.   In the special assembly, the students also dressed up as famous sports 

personalities. They shared information about a particular sportsman which indeed helped all the students to 

gain information and knowledge on National Sports day. There was also an excellent quiz conducted by 

Harsha Kamal of grade X wherein all the students participated enthusiastically and joyfully. The main idea 

of the assembly is to encourage children to have fun, get active, and work together in various fun physical 

activities and challenges. And this was done beautifully by all the students!  

By  

Swara 

Grade X B 



 

 

 

 

Assembly Presentation By Grade III, IV & VI 
Topic: Ganesh Chaturthi 

Ganesh Chaturthi is a Hindu festival that is celebrated every year in almost all parts of India. It is celebrated in the 

month of August-September every year. In Hindu mythology, Lord Ganesh “Pratham Puja”, is worshipped first 

among all. Lord Ganesh also considered “Vigna Harta”, is one who removes all the obstacles. Before starting any 

big, important, and religious work, people first remember Lord Ganesh. To get rid of all troubles and obstacles, 

people worship and remember Lord Ganesh. During Ganesh Chaturthi, people bring the Ganapati idol to their homes 

and worship it with full devotion. Various trusts and societies also set up big ‘pandals’ for worshipping Lord Ganesh 

in the city. 

The vibrant Indian festival ‘Ganesh Chaturthi’, was celebrated enthusiastically and joyfully by the students of Jain 

Heritage A Cambridge School during the morning assembly on 30th August 2022. They made bright and colorful 

posters. The assembly began by invoking the blessings of the Almighty followed by the school song. Superb 

anchoring was done by Siddhidhatri. Pledge was administered by Mayra. Mokshitha spoke an illuminating thought 

related to the festival. Word of the day was spoken by Ashrith.  

A melodious devotional song – “ Jai Ganesh” was sung by the students of Grade III which mesmerized the 

gathering. The atmosphere echoed with the hymns and was charged with festivity. The students of  Grade IV dressed 

up in traditional attires and enacted a skit based on the life of Lord Ganesha. Students of Grade VI presented a 

fabulous dance to the song-“ Jai Ganesh Deva”. The audience was enthralled by the captivating performances by the 

students. 

Principal Dr. Mona Mehdi applauded the efforts of the students and the educators for putting up a great presentation. 

She wished happy Ganesh Chathurthi to all.                                                                            

   -Ms. Ragalatha 

                                                                                                                                                  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 One More Step is a book written by Chandrasekhar DP, the 

CEO of the JGI group of schools, about an expedition by the 

school students to the Everest Base Camp. It portrays the 

challenges faced by the students to reach the Base Camp 

located 5,000 meters above the ground. There are many tests 

of willpower and fortitude of the team in this book, such as the 

incident where the group was almost forced to abort due to the 

worsening weather conditions. However, after facing all the 

hurdles, the feeling of ecstasy when one achieves their goals is 

exhilarating; a privilege only to the fittest. I, personally, would 

rate this book a 8/10. The story of the book is fabulous as is 

the ending, which gives you a feeling of relief and fulfillness. 

The pacing of the book is a little disorienting, sometimes fast and sometimes on the 

contrary. The poetic devices used in the book are repetitive; some could be cut and 

would still make sense. Other than these few remarks, the book is a fun read and 

gives the moral to never give up no matter how hard it is, because the result is 

always worth it. Reviewed  

By 

 Samanvya Gautam 
 

 

  

View The Review 



 

 

 

 

I first joined Jain Heritage School Kondapur in eighth class. School 

was one of the most memorable times and not just me but all of my 

classmates would like to go back to school life if we can because it is 

that much fun. In school, we had no worries and enjoyed every day. 

Our friends and teachers made our school experience memorable and 

happening. I and my friends till now still reminisce about how much 

fun it all used to be back then. 

In Jain Heritage, we had a lot of fun. During annual day season, our 

days go by practising for annual day and I loved painting the backgrounds and costumes so 

our teachers encouraged us and gave us the work we like. Our teachers in school notice our 

talents and interests and always encourage us to do what we love.  

I also enjoyed sports a lot.  We used to play basketball, throwball, athletics, etc. We used to 

have sports competitions and annual sports day. I’ve also played some sports in college but 

not as much as I did in school.  

So overall school life is really fun and I miss it a lot. It is a time that none of us can forget. 

 

A. Apurva Reddy 

2016 Batch 

Currently working in Amazon India in support operations 

 

 

 

 

  

Alumni Speaks 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are in News.. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awards And Accolades 

JHCS Kondapur Principal Dr. Mona 

Mehdi awarded the winners of SOF 

with certificate of outstanding 

performance and medals. 

JHCS Kondapur Principal Dr. Mona 

Mehdi awarded the winners of SOF 

with zonal certificate and medals. 

JHCS Kondapur Principal Dr. Mona 

Mehdi awarded the winners of SOF 

olympiads with certificates and 

medals. 

JHCS Kondapur Principal Dr. Mona 

Mehdi awarded the winners of SOF 

with certificate of outstanding 

performance and medals. 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awards And Accolades 

JHCS Kondapur Principal Dr. Mona 

Mehdi awarded the winners of “ 

Fancy Dress” CCA Activity for Grade 

I & II with certificates. 

JHCS Kondapur Principal Dr. Mona 

Mehdi awarded the winners of 

 “Dance Competition” CCA Activity 

for Grade III, IV & V with 

certificates. 
 

JHCS Kondapur Principal Dr. Mona 

Mehdi awarded the winners of  

“Fancy Dress” CCA Activity for 

Grade I & II with certificates. 
 

JHCS Kondapur Principal Dr. Mona 

Mehdi awarded Vedansh Rao of 

Grade VIII A with a trophy for 

participating in Hyderabad Golf 

Association in Junior Open Golf 

Tournament Category-C 

 



 

 

  Star Child of the Week (01-08-2022 to 06-08-2022) 



 

 

 

  

Star Child of the Week (08-08-2022 to 13-08-2022) 



 

 

 Star Child of the Week (16-08-2022 to 26-08-2022) 



 

 

  

 

  

Star Class Nominations for the month of August 



 

 

 

 
Star Class for the month of August 

Grade-  IX(Senior) 

Grade-  V B(Junior) 



 

 

  

Creativity Column 

Shreyasi VI B 

Medha V B 

Gokshetra VIII A 

Kasula Uma VIII A 

Kimaya V B 

Medha V B 



 

 

 

 

  

Junior Soft Board for the month of August 
Topic: Go Green Save Green 

Senior Soft Board for the month of August 
Topic: Journey Of Independence 



 

 

  

Best House Board for the month of August 
 

Ananth House(Junior) 

Ashoka House(Senior) 



 

  

 

People born in August are confident,organized & good leaders… 

Wish you all a happy and prosperous birthday!!! 
 

Articles contributed by: Ms. Kavitha R, Ms.Sweety, Ms.Swarna, Master Tarun, Ms.Aarya, Ms. Ancy, 
 Ms. Ananya, Ms. Garima, Ms. Meghana, Ms.Shobha, Ms. Maanya, Ms. Kavitha M. Ms. Swara, Ms. Ragalatha, 
 Ms. Anunidhi, Ms.Jyothi 
 
Designed by: Ms. Nishita 
 

 

 
Jain Heritage a Cambridge School, Survey No – 52, 
Beside Deccan Chronicle Holding Ltd., Botanical Garden Rd., Masjid Banda,Kondapur, 
Hyderabad – 500 084, A.P. Mob: 9000676784, Ph: 040-44755252 
 

 

https://freepngclipart.com/png/37239-birthday-cake-transparent-background
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/


 

 

 

❖ For Connecting with the Principal: 

Please write to Dr. Mona Mehdi at 

principalkondapur@jgischools.in 

❖ For Academic Queries: 

Please write to our 

COORDINATOR- (Ms. Shuchita Malhotra) at: 

shuchita@jgischools.in 

Primary Incharge-(Ms. Anunidhi Sharma) 

primaryincharge@jgischools.in 

Senior Section Incharge-(Ms. Kavitha Rayapati) 

seniorincharge@jgischools.in 

❖ For Fee Queries: 

satyaprasad@jgischools.in 

❖ For Admissions (Gd 1 to 9) related queries: 

admissionskp@jgischools.in 

 

Please do mark a copy of your mail to the principal when writing 

to any of the above. 

 
 

 

Contact us for a better collaborative effort! 

mailto:principalkondapur@jgischools.in
mailto:shuchita@jgischools.in
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